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Student committee plans
report on camera issue
By Certs Smile
Staff Reaerter

A student committee on the proposed
camera surveillance system expects to
make its recommendation to the
administration today.
J. Claude Scheuerman. vice
president for operations, appointed the
students priday to evaluate the system
and to gauge student opinion
The committee failed to make a
recommendation yesterday in a closed
meeting with Dr Richard Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs, and Elton
Ringer, associate vice president for
operations
Members said yesterday they were
not notified of their selection until
Friday and did not have sufficient time
to study all aspects of the issue

Closed
session

w«i»im» hf Cm i
"WE HAVEN'T been shown any
statistics on the system's effectiveness
ur (acts from institutions using it."
Lowell Dillon, junior (B.A.) and
committee member, said "We want to

The student panel appointed lo study the propoMd camera installation
y.ti.rday mat with Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for student affairs, and
Elton Ringor, assistant vice president for operations, in a closed session The
panel is expected to present recommendations to the administration today.

get as much information on the system
as possible before we make a
decision "
Dr Eakin said he hopes the
administration will be able to make its
final decision before the end of the
quarter.
it's unfortunate that the committee
hasn't had adequate time to make a
more complete study of student
opinion. ' he said
The meeting scheduled for 1 p.m.
yesterday did not begin until 1 35 p.m.
when Dr, Eakin arrived
Committee members voted to bar
nine student and two members of the
press who had asked to attend Two of
the six committee members did not
attend
STUDENT MEMBERS
were Dillon. Gayle Strong,
lA&Sl, Steve Beeson.
lA&S). and Beth Baker,

attending
sophomore
sophomore
sophomore

(AM).
Dianna Muir. freshman (Kd.l. and
Bill Jones, sophomore iB.A.i. did not

Open discussion of monitor system set
An open meeting has been planned
for this afternoon to allow further
discussion between students and
administrators about the planned
installation o( surveillance cameras
atop the Library this summer
The meeting, sponsored by the
Bowling Green Committee to
Investigate and Protest Campus
Security Acts, will begin at 4 in front of
the steps of Williams Hall.
Skip Oliver, a political science
graduate assistant and one of the
group's organizers, said yesterday the
committee will invite members of the
administration interested in defending
the camera system, as well as all

Weather
Partly cloady today. High ia the
apper Ms to lower 7ts. Fair
loalght. low la lac aaper Mi lo
lower Ml. lacrrasiag cloadtaesi
tomorrow, alga la the 78s.

students interested in presenting their
views
•Weil
ask
them
(the
administrators! to state their opinions
in front of a new group of people.''
Oliver said
ME LAN IE HICKS, freshman (Ed >
and an organizer of the group, said she
wants "interested students who would
like to hear more than the
administration's point of view'' to
attend the meeting.
Oliver said the group is circulating 40
petitions through dormitories and is
manning two tables to collect
signatures of persons opposed to the
installation
Hicks said the University "is rushing
into this'' by bringing it up at such a
late date in the academic year
"They didn't even have the breakdown of statistics at the meeting
Tuesday night The University isn't
ready (or this, she said
At that meeting. Vice President (or
Operations J Claude Scheuerman and
Dale Shaffer, director of Campus

Safety, defended their position on the
camera proposal before about 70
persons
Louis Scarpellini. graduate student
in political science and also an
organizer ol the committee, said he
believes the proposal is being pushed
through."
This is being handled in a typical
bureaucratic manner." he said

NIXON IS MEETING with
Pompidou beginning today as part of
his "Year of Europe." an effort to
remove misunderstandings and rededicate French-American friendship.
The summit in Iceland is the last of a
series of top-level meetings preparing
for a presidential visit to Europe
toward the end of the year. Nixon has
already met in Washington with the
leaders of West Germany. Britain and
Italy
While Nixon was expected to
' emphasize the broad principles of the
Atlantic community and its goals.
Pompidou will be pressing for quick
action on one of its immediate flaws
and problems-monetary instability.
The problem was underscored by
another drop in dollar prices and rise

in gold prices in yesterday's European
trading
BEFORE THEY even get to their
own problems, the two presidents will
find themselves in the middle of their
host country's conflict with Great
Britain over fishing rights That
dispute was intensified only hours
before arrival of the presidents by
Icelandic expulsion of a British
diplomat.
Iceland, which is about the size of
Kentucky, is determined to extend its
fishing waters from 12 to 50 miles in
efforts to protect its diminishing
Atlantic fishing stocks.
That would bar British trawlermen
from grounds tbey have been working
for more than two centuries.
The ramifications of the dispute go
deeper than fishing The ruggedly
independent Icelanders are talking
about quitting the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization if Britain does not
withdraw three warships from the
disputed zone.
Icelandic leaders are expected to
confront the American president with
a demand to prevail on London to
withdraw its warships.

Three students robbed
in Offenhauer last night
Three students reportedly were
robbed at gunpoint in Offenhauer West
last night between 10.30 and 11p.m.
A student in Offenhauer West said at
least three suspects, one carrying a
gun. entered a room on the ninth floor
of the residence ball.
He said the students were forced to
, lie down on the floor while the suspects
bound them with clothes. The source
said the suspect? then searched the
room and then left with aVeut flOO in

cash. He said the suspects were not
wearing masks and no other articles in
the room were taken.
Campus Safety officials would not
confirm the robbery.
Bowling Green City Police last night
confirmed that a robbery had taken
place in Offenhauer West and said they
had received a description of the
suspects from Campus Safety officials
Tbey would not release further details.

"We're also trying to (igure out
where the decision-making process
lies." he added.
Scarpellini said the committee will
continue to work against the proposal

thioughout the summer and (all, il
necessary
"We're going to continue to think of
appropriate peaceful demonstrations,
including petitions and picketing the
Library, if necessary, through the
summer." he said
Several sign-up sheets will be
circulated at the meeting tomorrow,
he added

"ONLY l.Mt students voted in the
SBO elections and we've got twice as
many signatures right now." he said.
"That's a lot better response than we'd
get in a referendum "
Another student said if the
University installs the camera system
it would set a precedent for
universities across the nation.
"Cameras may be used in inner city
campuses with high crime rates, but
they're in a totally different situation
than Bowling Green." a student
commented
Glenn Wiennga. one of the persons
asked to leave the meeting, said, "The
procrastination by the student
committee and or Dr Eakin seems
consistent with the overall lack of
organization and direction by the
administration "
Skip Oliver and Louis Scarpelline,
graduate students in political science
and organizers of the committee
protesting the cameras, said they think
Dr Eakin was not interested in
hearing the views other than those ol
the committee

Tokenism or qualification ?

Faculty views minority hiring
Editor'! Note: The followlag is the
third la a foar-part series oa the views
of diversity facalty member*.
By Katal Hatton
Newi Editor

Those

faculty

members

who

World leaders to meet
REYKJAVIK. Iceland (AP) - The
'presidents of the United States and
France flew to Iceland yesterday for
talks intended to give new direction to
(hair transatlantic partnership
The French leader. Georges
Pompidou, arrived first at the airport
in nearby Kedavik. President Nixon
arrived about 90 minutes later

"THE ADMINISTRATION has
waited until the school year is almost
over, and then they try to push it
through." he said

attend
The members discussed the issue
with the non-members for about onehalf hour before the meeting began
A re(erendum vote to be taken before
the end of the quarter was suggested.
However, a spokesman for the
Bowling Green Committee to
Investigate and Protest Campus
Security Acts said a referendum was
unnecessary because they had nearly
2.000 signatures protesting the
cameras and expect 4.000 by Friday.

ICELAND HAS NOT specified what
it will do if the demand is not met. but
there has been persistent talk of an
ultimatum to NATO, a bid to condemn
Britain in the United Nations Security
Council or a gunlight with one of the
British frigates.

responded to a BG News survey were
almost evenly divided on whether the
University should make special efforts
to assign more women and minority
group members to the faculty.
Most of those who disagreed and then
commented on the question indicated
faculty members should be hired on
the basis of qualifications, not sex or
color.
Nearly half, 46.9 per cent, of the 440
respondents agreed with the
statement Of those, 95 per cent
expressed strong agreement and 30.9
per cent agreed with reservations.
However, 46.5 per cent disagreed
with the statement, with 12.9 per cent
indicating strong disagreement and 15
per cent indicating disagreement with
reservations.

Four per cent of the respondents said
they were uncertain and 2.2 per cent
did not answer that question.
"I DO NOT believe in proportioned
representation. Although I am a
member of one of the underrepresented' groups, I feel that
vacancies should be publicized to all
groups and the position awarded to the
most highly qualified individual."
commented a member of the physical
education and recreation department.
A member of the English
department who indicated strong
agreement with the statement said. "I
agree very strongly, but point out that
vast tokenism' exists il not outright
subversion of the law.
"I see very few efforts by my

department toward affirmative action.
Several people in positions of power
have opposed it in principle and the
department still has not a single black
senior staff member..."
A member of the history department
said, "The problem on minority
appointments is to maintain strict
quality requirements Without these,
such appointments would be
disastrous."
"I AM AGAINST quotas, but I am
interested in increasing the number of
blacks and women," said a member of
the quantitative analysis and control
department.
• To "Faculty views
appointment," page five

minority

City service stations
anticipate price hike
Gasoline prices throughout much of
the country are skyrocketing.
But the gasoline shortage and price
hikes that have threatened many
service station owners and customers
apparently haven't frightened station
owners in Bowling Green.
A survey taken yesterday by The
News showed that most service station
managers contacted anticipate a price
increase in the near future, but do not
have to limit gasoline to customers.
A spokesman at the Marathon Oil Co.
in Findlay said price increases are
determined by individual dealers, and
presently, there is no indication that
Marathon's prices will rise.
A SPOKESMAN at Norm's
Marathon Station on E Wooster Street
said be has not been contacted about
any gasoline price hikes.
"We will hvae a limited supply of
gasoline throughout June, but as of
now. we aren't setting a limit on how
many gallons each customer may
buy." be said.
He said the gasoline supply for June
has been cut by one-third, "but as long
as we have the gas. we're going to sell
as much of it as the customers want."
Gasoline prices at the station rose
two cents during the last two weeks, be

A spokesman at the Sun Oil Co. In
Toledo said he has not been contacted
by the home office in Philadelphia
concerning price hikes in the near
future.
He said because some Sunoco
stations in Toledo have dropped their
prices slightly, he doubts prices will
increase.
THE CO-OPERATOR OF the
Standard Oil Station on E. Wooster
Street said be doesn't think prices will
go up. but said he thinks the
government wil intervene by July 1.
He said the price of regular gasoline
per gallon is currently 37.9 cents and
has remained at that price for the last
two years. Currently there is a 10gallon limit for each customer, he said.
A spokesman at the Myers Union 76
station on E. Wooster Street, said he
thinks prices will rise, but said the
station is not required to limit gasoline
now. The price for one gallon of
regular gasoline is 38.9 cents.
An employee at the Book & Horner
Marathon Station on E. Wooster Street
said be doesn't expect gasoline prices
to rise within the next month. One
gallon of regular gasoline is priced at
38.9 cents. There is no limit on how
much gasoline a customer may buy at
the station.

N.w^snM. by Crl S*M
Only a few local service station* are feeling the pinch of the
recent gasoline shortage and gasoline price hikes. Zach
Seech, graduate assistant in philosophy, get* hi* I0.S gallon
Volkswagon tank filled up at a local station.
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chicano studies major

vote today!

By Igaacio Crui Obregoa
Gent (olimaiit

FACULTY-STUDENT-STAFF
BALLOT

Since you are in a position of no little
influence in the Spanish department. I
am asking you to help the Chicano at
BGSU.
I am also asking you because I have
seen your letter in The BG News
saying that your department is "ready
and can make a major contribution to
place the Chicano in a highly-educated
position."
If your department is not already
aware of this, I wish to say that an area
in which we < Chicanos I could use your
help is in seeking approval of the
proposal by Dr. Huron of the Spanish
department for a major approval
program in Chicano studies.
I have learned that since this
proposal was originated in December,
there has been very little done about it
in the department meetings and that
also, instead of adding some Chicano
courses, that the two existing courses
had been threatened because of the
new cultural courses which meet the
group requirements for non-majors in
Spanish. (I realize that has since been
resolved and a course in Chicano
literature has been added for winter
quarter. I
I'VE BEEN informed that the
proposal for a Chicano studies major
program was discussed in EthnicStudies and that a different proposal
from Dr. Buron's original was
submitted for approval to a certain
group which was deemed
representative of the whole Chicano
group
This group of students turned down
the Ethnic Studies proposal lit would
have still been considered a proposal
had they approved it I for reasons that
are unknown
I hope that those persons who offered
to teach to help in filling the need for
professors for this program were not
offended by that disapproval because
they should realize that a small group
cannot truly represent the feelings of
all the persons involved
I, for one. would have approved and
encouraged such a proposal as was
offered by Ethnic Studies even though
it did not meet our ideal needs, had I
been a member of the representative
group
I have spoken with others who also
would have approved it At another
time, when Ethnic Studies was to meet
with the students concerning this
matter, the people did not keep the
appointment and Ethnic Studies
considered this a boycott.

on the installation of surveillance
cameras on top of the Library
I support the installation of tho cameras.
No, I do not support tho installation of tho cameras.
I havo already signed the petition.

YM,

Comments:

The camera controversy is far from over
But time is running out for interested persons to let administrators know exactly what they think about the proposed surveillance system on top of the Library.
If you are against the system and feel a "Big Brother"
atmosphere is the last thing students need on this campus, then
let yourself be heard.
Simply fill out the above form and return it to the manned table
in front of Williams Hall or between I'rout and Hayes halls.
J. Claude Scheucrman, vice president for operations, last night
told a group of about 70 persons at an open meeting, "We're
concerned about your safety, not your freedom."
Don't let someone else make a decision about your freedom
before you have a chance to voice your own opinion.
Return the above form as soon as possible and attend the
meeting this afternoon at 4 in front of Williams Hall and express
your views.

no immunity
President Nixon must put an end to the rumors concerning his
involvement in the Watergate scandal by testifying before the
federal grand jury investigating the case.
The Washington Post reported federal prosecutors have told
the Justice Department there is justification lor calling on Nixon
to testily. We agree.
The White House has stated the Presidenl will not testify
because "it would do violence to the separation ol powers."
There is nothing in tho Constitution which grants immunity 10 a
president. He may be summoned to court and is liable lor arrest.
One source in the Justice Department said. "If it were anyone
other than the President that person would have been
subpoenaed to testily."
If the prosecutors think it a necessity that the President be
required to testify, then it must be done.
It's about time we get to the bottom ol this scandal and there's
no better place to get the truth than at the top.

attend the meeting, there had been no
notification of the meeting sent to
them
What is important is not the
misunderstandings but the fact that
there is still very little, if anything,
being done about a major program in
Chicano Studies.
If there is one student interested in
such a major program the University
should be obligated to provide for it.
PROGRAMS exist now that only one
or two people are in. so why not
provide for one in which a good portion
of our Chicano population (about SO
now and SO due next year) would be
interested?
This plea is most appropriate to you,
Dr Flys. since you have offered your
services, but also, it is a plea to the
Administration and to others
interested in helping the Chicano
You have said. "Let's all work
together to eliminate injustice to all so
that there be no dirty or non-dirty
Chicanos, but rather one unified,
educated, minority, proud of its past
and sure of its future."
At present the Chicano has very few
persons in high positions to identify
with or major achievements to be
proud of here in Ohio.
We are a minority subtly looked
down upon and oppressed here more

than in other parts even though in other
parts the oppression is more open.
In the Southwest where there is the
greatest concentration of MexicanAmericans at least the Chicano there
can rely on the strength in numbers
Here we don't even have that.
EVEN OUR language is looked down
on. The Castillian Spanish spoken by
our teachers is considered "correct"
while our language which has been
instilled in us since childhood is "not
correct."
We are taught that we should not
communicate in our "Spanglish ' Who
is to say that our mode of expression is
not correct? For communication,
anything is correct as long as the point
one is trying to convey is expressed
It should be realized that no language
is correct or incorrect but that it is
distinct and should be regarded as
such. Of course there should be a
standard language from which to
model our literature; that is where
"Castellano"enters the picture
But does everyone speak perfect
Castellano? Does everyone speak
grammatically perfect English''
Probably a very, very small minority
of people do in either case, and that is
why we should be aware of the
differences in our language and accept
them without looking down

I AM NOT attacking the Castellano
standard. It should be learned as it is
now taught and I hope someday I'll be
able to write and speak it well. We
should strive for perfection
A Chicano Studies major program
would help not only the Chicano
student and his community but also
Spanish majors ino matter what
profession they might choose i and
minors and also people in Sociology.
It would help them to become aware
of the existing differences and give
them a better idea as to become aware
of what their professions might be like
The program would not be restricted
to Chicanos but would admit anyone
interested in it so it might help
alleviate some of the problems existing
at BGSU The courses in Chicano
Studies would ideally be taught by
Chicano professors
IT HAS BEEN estimated that two
professors would be enough to get the
program started The major problem
would be securing enough funds to pay
the two professors. Those funds would
be for a very worthwhile cause
Again. Dr. Flys. I am asking you to
urge this proposal through because
your help was offered but I also wish to
stress that this plea goes out to
everyone at BGSU.

'BRUTE!'

According to the people who didn't

reader's forum
'challenge '73'
Re: "Senior Challenge''
In response to your letter requesting
a pledge for "Challenge 73," I must In
all candor reply "no."
I consider my decision of four years
ago to attend BGSU to have been the
worst in my entire life.
I have found this place to be
provincial,
unchallenging
academically and the atmosphere
nonconduclve to creativity.
An illustration would be to compare
the $1.2 million annually spent on
superfluous athletics while
Experimental Studies Is being phased
out. the Library dies and the
Administration talks of yet another
Sports Palace while there is a pressing
and obvious need for a new building for
both the Humanities and Performing
Arts.
THE PROBLEM at BGSU is not
money-it never was, is not now and
never will be. It Is the people who
compose the Administration-the inept,
the Incompetent, the mediocre and the
uninspired.
No amount of expenditure will ever
bring life to this stillborn place-the
agents of darkness have an unclean and
tenacious clasp upon the yet unborn
and bold it in an arrested state Only a
thorough exorcise will ever allow It to
live.
Franz Zrilich
lSlVsE.Wooster

male escorts
I don't blame the men of Bowling
Green State University for not
responding to the plea for male escorts
to take part In the planned campuswide escort system.
la the experimental escort system of
Anderson Hall (Harshman) over 10
men alone signed up for the sots
purpose of escorting any campus girl
to and from her destination

As the course ol the Winter Quarter
went on. fewer and fewer girls called
in for escorts. Towards the end of the
quarter, the average number of calls
ranged from two to four each week.
OF THESE tew calls per week, the
same girls were the ones that called.
The end of my participation in the
program was prompted by the thought
that this system is one lor a very few
girls. This was like a selective little
system for a few girls.
Sure an escort system would be fine,
but when the girls don't rare, or if they
are simply apathetic about the system,
they won't use it. and take chances out
on campus
THE GUYS that did submit their

names at least aren't apathetic about
the situation, but there isn't enough
response from the women of the
campus. What do the women think
about an escort system?
Not to get off the escort problem, one
good move the University should do
about the so-called rape problem and
male molestor problem of McDonald
and Founders Quadrangles, is to make
these quads co-ed.
These quads are located in very bad
situations of the campus where it is
easy for such crazy men to come in and
bother the girls.

down
I don't think the problems girls are
encountering are mostly caused by
underclassmen.
These are just suggestions about
what the campus administrators could
do about the safety of the women
Thank you.

IF THE Administration would
ponder the thought of making one or
two dorms in Founders male, and
maybe Mac West too. the rate might go

Like many, and I am willing to bet
most students on this campus, the
thought of being monitored and
watched by a total stranger is
thoroughly terrifying.
I have yet to hear a valid argument
on behalf of the installation of the TV
cameras. It seems to me the
administrators are more interested in
spying than protecting students' rights.
One freedom everyone enjoys is
privacy, and now that freedom is being
threatened. Being female and a
potential rape victim, I would rather
risk walking alone than knowing I am
under surveillance.
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threat to rights
It Is clear that surveillance devices,
■a public places, constitute a
lal threat to constitutional and
I rights
Under certain special circumstances
sac* devices may be necessary to
ossskc safety, bat they should never be
essployed
without careful
i sad manifest need

The University bureaucracy has
offered no convincing justification for
the installation of television cameras
on the Bowling Green campus
SO FAR THEY have merely made
vague noises about "vandalism" and
"crime "-sounds that are meant to stir
our law n order synapses, but have
scant actual meaning.
Before these cameras are installed,
the University community must be
provided with overwhelming
statistical evidence to the effect that:
11 A clear and present danger to public
safety exists in the areas to be
monitored, and 2 > the camera system
will efficiently deter this danger, and
not simply change its location or style.
Has anyone thought, for example, to
compare the effectiveness of the
television surveillance system at the
University Circle area of Cleveland
with the needs and problems of
Bowling Green? I doubt it
THEREFORE in the absence of
evidence to the contrary, we regard
the proposed television monitoring
system as a clear case of political
intimidation and repression.
We strongly urge that a public study
of the proposal be made, and that the
installation of the cameras be
postponed at least until the Fall.
Have you ever wondered why you
should try to be reasonable and
rational, when it is obvious that the
University bureaucracy feels no such
obligation?
Let us stop allowing them to push us
around.
Skip Oliver
Louis Scarpellini
Jim Baker

Vietnam Veterans
Against the War
Melan* Hicks
Young Socialist Alliance

secrets
The camera system to be installed on
top of the library has become a major
point of discussion for the University
community.
I see the camera system as a valid

security measure that will increase the
safety of the campus. If you aren't
doing anything, there is no reason to
"fear" the cameras.
I become more concerned when I
hear reports of crimes in residence
halls, or accidents on campus, and
never see anything about them in The
News.
I OFTEN bear reports of tilings
happening in the dorms, from reliable
sources, but these things are
apparently investigated and not
released.
It begins to appear the News Service
is trying to paint a picture of the BG
campus as a place where all is well and
problems are almost non-existent.
That isn't a fair way to deal with
students or parents, since we should
know what's going on here.
The delay in disclosure of the facts
related to the robbery in Harshman
only proves my point. How about
telling us your secrets. Campus
Safety? After all. we are the reason
you are here!
John Doering
822 Second St.

privacy loss
I feel that the TV camera system
will be an invasion of my privacy and
the privacy of all other students.
It seems that the potential for
misuse is too great to Justify the
minimum of good the camera might
do.
The fact that this is being brought up
at the end of the year, and to be
implemented during the summer is a
typical administrative trick
I believe that the camera should be
delayed until at least Fall quarter I
am going to summer school, and I will
join in any efforts to thwart tats
project.
I am also considering a pabiicity
campaign in the high schools la
discourage students from attssssasg
BGSU if this project is railroaded
through.
i

KrisErtdon
811 Second St A-t

Thoredoy, Moy 31, 1973, The M New»/»oge 3

FTC c/fes faulty advertising
WASHINGTON (AP) The Federal Trade Commission i FTC) yesterday
alleged that 26 chemical
firms falsely advertised
flammable plastics as nonflammable or self-extinguishing
It also named as defendants the plastic industry's
trade association and the
testing firm that set the
flammability standards used
by the industry

and plumbing fixtures. They
also are used in airplane
interiors and in the troubleplagued Skylab space
station.
The FTC alleged in its proposed class action complaint
that the plastics not only
burn faster and produce
more beat than conventilnal
building materials but that
tbey also produce great
amount of toxic gases

The plastics involved are
cellular-or foamed-polyurethane and all forms of polystyrene More than one
billion pounds of these
plastics were marketed in
1972 for use in construction
and home furnishings
The plastics are used for
insulation, furniture cushions and bedding, panels and
siding, cabinets, chairs.
tables pipes and lighting

TRACES of these
poisonous gases have been
found in the bloodstreams of
airline passengers killed by
fire. Poisoning has not been
listed as the cause of death,
but tests conducted by the
Federal Aviation Administration show the gases can
reach
lethal
or
incapacitating levels in
airliner fires before all the
passengers can be
evacuated.

The FTC said the »firms
named in its complaint have
known directly or indirectly
since 1967 that the plastics
constituted serious fire
hazards but failed to disclose this to buyers.
It alleged the firms knew

the test standards permitting these descriptions
were invalid for determining
bow the products would
behave in actual fires and
that the firms failed to take
adequate or effective
actions to eliminate or mini-

Academic funds sought
University President
Hollis A Moore Jr. has
announced a personal and
University goal to increase
"the number of scholarships
and financial aid offerings
for the academically
talented.''

scholarship aid.
To date, with assistance
from the Presidents Club, a
special University fundraising group, the number of
full-fee Presidential
Achievement Scholarships
has been increased from six
to eight. Dr Moore said.

He said a special effort
will be made to seek private
funds
for
additional

In addition, the Alumni
Association funds four full-

newsnoTes
higher than the old record
sharply higher in other
centers, too
The dollar, meanwhile,
new low in Paris and
proaching record lows
centers

Property tax
COLUMBUS IAPI - State senators
voted yesterday to make property tax
laws uniform while the House
engaged in lengthy debate on a bill
allowing cities to use private capital
to eliminate blight
Senate Ways & Means Chairman
Michael J Maloney iR-7 Cincinnati)
sponsored the property tax bill which
he said resulted from the confusion in
the administration of the new rollback and homestead exemption provisions
Both forms of property tax relief
were voted by the last legislature, but
Maloney said confusion resulted
among county auditors and treasurers as to their mechanics

Gold was
European
sank to a
was apin other

Skylab research
SPACE CENTER. Houston (AP) After sleeping in their own space
station bedrooms for the first time.
Skylab s astronauts were in good
spirits yesterday as they planned
man's first orbital observations of
crops, weather, mineral deposits and
volcanoes in a strip of earth from
Oregon to Brazil.
What they and subsequent Skylab
crews learn of earth's resources
could have a vital bearing on how the
world manages them in the decades
ahead
Charles Conrad Jr. and Paul J
Weilz planned to turn on the photosensors yesterday afternoon after a
morning of continuing medical and
solar observatory experiments.

Gold price
LONDON (AIM The price of gold
hit a record high in London yesterday
as the I S dollar plunged toward new
lows M ross Kurope.
The metal sold at $113.25 an ounce,
up $3 50 on the day and 75 cents

Sign up Fall
Rush
Wed., May 30 • Fit, June 1
9-12, 1-5
440 Student Services Bldg.
2.2 accum only necessary
$2 00 registration fee

The Brothers of ALPHA
SIGMA PHI wish to
Congratulate

Back pay
COLUMBUS (AP) - Some 65.000
state and university employees
apparently will have to await further
litigation in federal courts before
getting salary raises denied them in
1972 by the Federal Pay Board
An official of the Justice
Department's economic stabilization
section in Washington said the
department wants the matter
litigated since the retroactive
payments would violate the
Economic Stabilization Act of 1970.

Senate bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - Sensing what
appeared to be obvious defeat, sponsors of a bill to let private enterprise
clean up urban blighted areas jerked
it from the House floor yesterday and
got it sent back to committee for
additional study.
The Senate measure, which would
have given private developers the
right to eminent domain, touched off
90 minutes of non-partisan debate

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA
TAU DELTA WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE THEIR
MEN OF THE YEAR
SENIOR: PETE K0TSAT0S
JUNIOR: RICK GRISW0LD
SOPHOMORE: VINCE VAN BEUREN
FRESHMAN: TIM K0RTE

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated
Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities

".VjrVWSa

POW may enter damage suit
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS.
Ky. (API - The attorney for
one of eiflht former POWs
charged with misconduct
said he is preparing a fl
million damage suit against
Col. Theodore Guy. who
filed the original complaints
"1 think we've got a
case.'' waid William Hagedorn, representing Spec. 4
Michael Branch. 26
"We will take depositions
from an awful lot of
people.'' Hagedorn said last
night, "just like the Democrats did in the Watergate
case.''

Hagedorn said the depositions will be sought from the
secretary of the Army along
with "every word of debriefing of "very prisoner of
war "
BRANCH, in a filmed
interview with Louisville
television station WI.KY at
Ft. Knox yesterday, said
that he thought Guy's suit
against him may have originated in an attempt by Ms
Branch to regain custody of
their children.
Branch said that a week
ago his wife. Marilyn,
advertised in newspapers to

Vi BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate

FOOTWEAR
FROM REGULAR
STOCK

150.00/month

162.00/month
147.00/month

reading

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS

65.00/month

Poetry

SUMMER CLEARANCE

NOW LEASING

For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

N.wtph«to by Cod Said
Tony Fuico presents a reading of original poetry yesterday in
the Business Administration Bldg. Often, a gist ef a verse is
expressed best by the inflections and facial e«pre««ions used
in an oral presentation.

get in touch with t'ol Guy
When asked by newsmen
if he felt the charges had
been filed at his wife's request. Branch replied. "I
believe it helped 1 definitely
believed it helped "
Branch was questioned
about whether he agreed
with a report that others
among the eight former prisoners of war charged with
him suspected that Guy was
"covering up something he
had done" while a prisoner.
"I don't know too much
about Col Guy. really."
Branch said
Asked whether he thought
the charges against him

might create ill will.
Bramch refused to comment.
HAGEDORN said he had
enlisted the aid of three
other Newport. Ky . lawyers
in preparing the briefs
Hagedorn said Branch
spent yesterday at Ft. Knox.
Ky.. undergoing further
dental work at Ireland
Hospital
Branch, four other Army
men and three marines were
notified of the misconduct
complaints Tuesday The
alleged violations took place
at a HOW camp near Hanoi
called the Plantation."

ssm

DISCOUNT
[DRUG STORES

39*BAG
OF ^'OilPS

wrth-He purchase of a
regular Sub

TOYbO*t>OQR<*OMTHeSR*E.
TMUTErVT

Priced From $4.87
While They Last!
nfkf's booteru
I I imtalf l,.„..j, ft* mm end MeM eW

WBLIAIS
\<*A<Z.t*MU,bG. fftEEDEUVCRY PH.352-7571

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Stadium Plaza
Center

PHONE

352-7248

200 COUNT

THONGS

NOTEBOOK
PAPER

MENS & WOMENS
ASSORTED COIURS
REGULAR 39 <S 49 <

REGUIAR 59 c

NOW 29c

fslOW 35c

N0D0Z

PORTFOLIOS

KEEP AlERT TABIETS
BOX Of lb

TWO POCKETS
SIX OE SIGNS
REGULAR 19c

NOW
6/50c

NOW 43c

VIVARIN

M HAVC

SCHOLL'S

ST MULANT TABLETS
80 TABLETS
MFG LIST S3 59
GRAI SlttH'OA)
10W PRICl Si S9

EXERCISE SANDALS
BtUi BOM CHtHRl
MFG USI $12 95
SRAt S IVlHWAt
10WPRICI

NOW
$1.99

$9.99
EC0N0-PACK

up to 60% off

1G16 E. WOOSTERSI.

SHOWER & BEACH

MFG USI 69c
GRA> SIVIRIDAV
lOWPHi. 1

VSiSScSS

75.00/month

"THE IMPACT OF
additional
scholarships
combined with other special
efforts has already shown
results.
"For example, we now
know that at least 14
national merit finalists will
be among those students
entering the University as
freshmen in September,
thus tripling the total
number on campus in one
yea>\ "Dr. Moore said
He said he is in accord
with current faculty
sentiment that additional
resources should be allocated for support of
academically superior
students

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

"Greek Man of the
Year"

For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

fee scholarships and eight
half-fee
achievement
scholarships have been
created, he said

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

JIM MOYER

For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

mize risks of injury or
damage.
The FTC alleged that although the testing firm ran
the flammability tests, the
companies and the trade
association helped set up the
standards

10 SUIT BAGS or
6 DRESS BAGS
CIEAR POlY PIASTIC
GARMENT COVER
REGULAR $1 00
CRAr S(ViRIOAllOYIPRICl 6Sc

CURITY

c

0TT0N BALLS

C SMS'iC GSE AND BAB> CARE
BAG OF 300
MFG LIST 94c
GRA>SlMR>0A<
10W PRICl 83c

NOW2/88C 1MOW 49c
MENNEN
S0F' STROKE
SHAVE CREAM
REGUIAR MENTHOL LIME 11 01
MfG l/STSI 00
CRA>SmRIDA<
ion "r

SI DDEN BEAUTY
HAIR SPRAY
UlAR SUPER HOIO PRO'EIN
11 01
MfG 1/5TSI 15
GRA* S IVtR'DA*
ton -"-

NOW 5?c_ JMOW 75c 1
Specials thru Sunday - Rights to limit Quantities

Pofl.4 Th.BGN.wt, ThurwJc, May31. 1973

Turnpike gas sale restricted
CLEVELAND (AP) •
Texaco. Inc.. representatives placed limits yesterday on the firm's Ohio Turnpike gasoline and diesel
sales, and turnpike commission chairman James W.
Shocknessy immediately rejected them.
David
F
Wheeland.
Texaco's Cleveland district

sales manager, told Shocknessy Texaco was limiting
its sales "on all such toll
roads that it serves throughout the country." also effective immediately.
The gasoline firm set
limits of 10 gallons of gasoline per customer and 35
gallons of diesel fuel per
commercial customer. It

Car Wash

GULF —
gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

also said the diesel sales
would be reduced to a 25gallon maximum "where
the supply situation dictates."
Shocknessy called the
action arbitrary and unilateral

operated by Atlantic Richfield Co.. Gulf Oil Corp., and
Mobil Oil Corp., each with
four.
None of the other firms
had discussed rationing with
the commission. Shocknessy
said

IF YOU CAN reduce it
(sale quantity) to 10, you
also can reduce it to a
teaspoon." he said, adding
that the move was intolerable
And Shocknessy told
Wheeland. "I call upon you
to seek an executive order"
from President Nixon "to
declare an energy crisis."
an order affecting "all similarly situated." Do that, he
said, and "we will comply."
Texaco operates four of
the 16 service stations on the
turnpike The others are

TEXACO said it took its
action to cooperate with a
federally announced "voluntary allocation program designed to insure a fair and
equitable distribution of
available petroleum products. " It also said the move
was taken "to insure continuous operation" of its
turnpike stations.
Texaco and the other oil
firms lease the turnpike
stations from the commission, winning the contracts
by bid.
Rent is based on revenue

Students of B.G.S.U.
come to

VATAN'S
Memento Plates Have Arrived
First edition plates
made in Denmark of the
Prout Chapel, B.G.S.U.

1'iz:

Also Plaque,
Engraving

Every plate is in B.G.S.U. Colors

from sales and services;
nine cents a gallon on gasoline, about three cents a
gallon on diesel fuel, and
about three per cent on all
other sales, the commission
said.
Events leading to the
confrontation started last
Thursday. Shocknessy said,
when a commission official
first got word from Texaco.
Shocknessy said he asked
to be told personally and
that a Texaco spokesman
talked with him Friday.
THE FIRM wanted to
begin the limitation Friday,
before the Memorial Day
weekend, the chairman said,
but agreed to bold off until
yesterday and to meet with
Shocknessy at commission
headquarters in suburban
Berea.

the top

VATAN'S

109 N. MAIN

COLUMBUS
(AP)
James Mason is president of
a greeting card and gift
company. He is 15 years old
As a veteran of three
years as a businessman,
young Mason also is distributing agent for several national card comoanies. As a

student in junior high school
he's president of the student
body
"When I'm not busy I'm
not happy,'' said the tall
slender youth who obviously
was quite happy "Being student body president puts me
in everything."

Winthrop Terrace

1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM — 250/qtr.

^Lrffc.

Wednesday 50-50 Nite
Thursday 2 for 1 Nite

From a window on Iho top floor of Offonhauor Wott, tho
campus could bo mistaken foe a bustling downtown aroa surroundod by suburbs and farmlands.

15-year-old runs own company

LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES

Trophy &

NawsptMf* by CaH Said

View from

2 BEDROOM
2 BATH — 270/qtr.
Rates Based On 2 People

THE MASON commercial
career began when he was
12. He answered a comic
book advertisement seeking
salesmen for greeting cards
From that young Mason has
become an independent
distributor and founder of
the Masonite Card and Gift

Co
The Mason firm will sell
photo-Christmas cards and
black-oriented stationery
"We're going to have
photographs of Columbus
people on the cards and you
can write your own
message," he said.

GRADUATION SALE!
Greek Jewelry
Still 20% off
Earrings, $2.00 Value
now 89c
Group Values to $5.50 now $1.49
Bracelets. Reg. $2.00
now 89c
Crosses, Pendants and Charms
SAVE FROM 10 to 25%
Cigarette Lighters & Cases
Special Group - SAVE 50%
14 kt. Gold Pierced Earrings
SAVE 10%
3 DAYS ONLY! MAY 31. JUNE 1.2

OPEN DAYS

1 P.M. reduced prices daily
Now Appearing
Wed., Thurs., Fri, Sat.

KRISHNA
MAY 30

2 WEEKS ONLY

EAST RIVER DRIVE - JUNE 13-3 WEEKS ONLY

COCKTAIL LOWGl

BOWLING GREEN O

893 S. Main St. - 352-9074

ITS A DOOR-BUSTER
AT THE DEN
Everything reduced to clearance
prices — Dave says "clear out the inventory, so I can take a vacation". No
reasonable offer refused on any item.
Jeans - Knit Shirts - Jackets - Shoes
Many As Low As Vi Price And Lower

THE DENS BIG FAT
YEAR-END CLEARANCE

OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Ph. 352-9135

123 N.
MAIN

rWTLHYjTORJ

The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta would like to
Congratulate Their New Officers
President Bob Bland
Vice President - Mike Wilcox (M.0.)
Treasurer Mark Seditz
Recording Secretary - Tony Vaccaro
Steward Bob Malekoff
Pledgemaster - Dennis Smith
Corresponding Secretary - Fred Hoffman
Rush Chairman Dan Reigle, Jack Stark
Bob Malekoff
Athletic Chairman - Ed Fricke
Social Chairman - Scott Gallacher
Warden - Jim Munch
House manager - Glenn Tartaglia

Alumni Chairman - Tom Holmes
Historian - Garry Michaelis
Long Range - Bill Everett
Public Relations - Mike Baez
Activities Chairman - Rich Mayes
Librarian - John Wellinger
Hospitality - Jeff Koehler
Scholarship Chairman - Phil Cox
Chaplin - Tom Rader
Chorister - Rich Alpert
Membership at Large - Tom Mclntyre
Verne Zabek
House Improvements - Bill Matier

Thanks To The Old Officers For A Job Well Done!

CASH

CASK

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS
■RING EM TO:

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
530 I. W00STEI ST.
SIX MSO PATS TOP WHOLESALE PUCES ON NAMiTAIlE
TEXTS NO 10NGEI USED AT I.G.S.U.

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

"Ho., Book, Fa. Yaa. tWMr-lbrt Maaa, Far Taar Saab"

Thursday, May 31, 1973, The BO Newt/Fao* S

Faculty views minority appointment
• from poo* on*

A mathematics department faculty member said.
"My reservation here is that
members of underrepresented groups will take advantage of the liberal guilt
complex' to do less than
their (probably) white male
counterparts and yet
demand more than equitable
treatment.
"Much to my dismay. I
feel this has been the case
with some of my black
students. Certainly it is an
understandable
phenomenon, but it is still

wrong
"I feel the very best
person available should be
employed to work in an area
the department agrees is
academically needed If two
or more seem equal. 1 would
then favor the black, woman
or whoever." said a member
of the history department
A member of the
philosophy department said.
"I find my views on this
issue changing and
becoming more disapproving month by month
Why' Because of the many
problems associated with

working out the details of
great abstract dreams of
justice and equality.
"IN THIS University, the
liberal band wagon effect
tends to promote mediocre
people and platforms in the
name of women's rights or
social reform "
A romance language
department member
commented. "I believe that
minorities should be given
priority only if highest professional standards can be
met.
II this means spending
more salary to get a top
minority person who is

Olson announces

commented. "A great deal
can be done in this area
without necessarily requiring any compromise of
basic standards."
A member of the business
law department disagreed
with the statement and said.
Reverse discrimination'
is worse than discrimination
as it brings in people with
lower qualifications."

sought-after by other
schools, whereas we could
hire a non-minority person
of equivalent competency at
less cost, then by all means
we should fight to get the
money somehow and go
after the minority person,'
A member of the biology
department said. "Even if
this were desirable which it
isn't, it would not be
possible to fill these
vacancies as there is a great
lack of qualified personnel in
these minority groups "

A member of the speech
department said. "It
disturbs me somewhat to
see the efforts that are being
exerted to encourage
women to abandon all

BUT A MEMBER of the
economics department

feelings of having to assume
any more home and/or
family responsibilities than
do the husbands.
"I believe that if there
ever comes a time when
women
become
as
concerned about their responsibilities related to
children and families, and
become half as interested in
raising a righteous generation of children as they
are in being liberated.' we
will see an immediate and
rapid decline in all forms of
evils which are now
affecting our society."

BOWLING GREENS

SBO resignation

Bk
■ U »\.|
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J

-FEATURINGChar Broiled Steaks aud
Full

Course

Family

W" BAWKTE*
| NOON SPECIALS DAILY

clntV ihutaf'HRK'i

^■fei^'Baai^
AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE

ONLY

Lee Olson. Student Body Organization sun vice
president, has announced her resignation effective at the
end of the week
Olson announced her resignation Tuesday at an SBO
meeting She cited "financial pressure and personal
obligations" as her reasons for leaving
"I feel I will not be able to continue as vice president of
SBO." she said in a written statement
Bill Arnold. SBO president, said yesterday
advertisements for applicants for the position will be placed
in The News the first week of fall quarter, and that
applicants will be screened one week later
Arnold also announced the appointment ol Kandy
Hathaway, freshman (B.A.), to the SBO steering
committee
Hathaway fills a position vacated May 13 by the
resignation of Ha) Watz. junior i A&S> Watz left that post to
accept a position as chief justice of the Student Arbitration
Board.
In other action at the meeting. Karen Dempsey. junior
lA&Si. was appointed chairperson of the Summer
Arbitration and Traffic Board Jo Cunningham, sophomore
Ed was appointed vice chairperson
Connie Jacoby. sophomore IA&SI. Tom Kaff. sophomore
iEd I; and Warren Wenner. junior iB.A > were appointed
members of the board.
Arnold said the next SBO meeting is scheduled tor Sunday.
September 30 at 9 p.m. in the SBO office. 405 Student
Services Bldg

^

803 & 815, 8th St.

2 for $10
PANT PLACE

• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

IPLUS)
LATEST IN MEN'S
FASHIONS

$100 per month
Summer Rate

OPEN MON. thru SAT. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

Call 352-0717
or 352-7660

master charge

.*»

Oxford House
Ul* Our Own JO Doy Chorg*

BIRCHWOOD PLACE

I'll see you
mis Summer af ...

Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

IRON BOAR

Now Leasing Summer and Fall
2 bedroom furnished
Indoor pool
Heath spa available

MODEL OPEN

IT PILES UP

Summer *125/mo.
Fall '65/mo. • 4 man rental

FASTER
OFFICE
4'D's Mon. Sat.
1:00 5.00 or Appoint

CALL
352-9378

WHEN YOU
SELL US YOUR

?70 Pc-Hrrson Rj.at

U.'llm.njton PK.

DAYTON,O

J*6>

jUi,

*

Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Behind Burger Chef

Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

All dresses and slack sets 25% to
Selected coordinates . . .25% to
Entire stock of blouses
Every slack or jean
20% to
Knit bathing suits —
/ and 2/pc.

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS

Short Tops

Smock Tops

* Special Summer Rates

Assl Styles
'• to1; off
Crocheted vests

Reg. $4.50 to $7.00

12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
NEW-MODERN-FURNISHEDCABLE T.V.
2 mm. walk to campus
5 mm walk to downtown
20 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Close enough to return to apt. for more calories between classes.
Well lighted streets between apts.. campus & shopping area
FRIENDLY. HELPFUL LANDLORDS

For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor

MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365
or
352-8033

$2.99
(Reg. $11.00)

NOW
$1.49 to $2.99
Pinafores

$3.49

50%
50%
'A
50%

off
off
off
off

USED
BOOKS...
Top Wholesale
Prices For
Drops

% off

Spring Jackets
Seersucker leg. $15.00
Black/brown print, $13.00
Nylon, cotton lined. $13.00
Cotton red. navy. $13 00

$9.99
$7 99
$7.99
$6 99

Rtf St 00 NOW

LINGERIE & SLEEPWEAR
Demi Bras - lace. reg. $9.00
White Peignoir Set. 2 only. reg. $30.00
Mini Gown - nylon, reg. $12.00
Baby Doll - nylon, reg. $10.00
Long Print Gown, nylon, reg. $15.00
Asst. Styles, sizes, nylon sleepwear
Cotton Robes - Day Shifts

$2.99
$9.99
$7.99
$5.99
$7.99
'//off
40%-50% off

Accessories

Miscellaneous

Belts
40%-SOS i
Pur sis. selected styles
40S-50*. i
BilHolds French purses
reg S3 00
Jewelry - lutings ■ Pins.
Chains
Scat res lvalues to S5 00/
99c SI 99\
Pestel Pantf hose
99c SI 9S

Sealing wax sets
SOS oil
Books, reg SI 95 S2 50 99c
Bubble bath, reg S2.00 SI 19
Music Bones.
reg. SHOO SI 3.00
SB 99
lipsticks Ireg. SI 35 SI 651
99c 2 SI 00
Colognes Bath Powder
40%-SOS oil
Yardley Eye Kits.

525 Ridge

BEE-GEE BOOK
STORE
1424 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Housing code proposal reviewed
Editor s
Nnir
Thr
lollowiag ii Ihr sere*** la ■
ihrrr pun series aboul the
proposed housing rode II
was written by S»e Myers.
junior
|B.A).
If ■■
Experimental
Studies
project
Psrl Three will
appear tomorrow
By Sue Myers

Ihe mid-1960s when K Gus
Skibbie was mayor
He
asked <Hy council to design
a housing code providing for
inspection
and
rental
supervision and penalties
lor those not complying with
I he code
But realtors and property
owners
didn't
react
favorably
to
the
idea.

claimed one life He said
there was only one exit in
the home and had there been
an
enforceable
housing
code, the death might have
been prevented
Housing problems weren't
widespread then because it
was before the move of a
great many students off
campus. Skibbie said.

Skibbie taid
The conlrovereUU topic »i
,i new homing code lor
Howling Creen emerged in

He said he asked (or an
updated code because of a
mobile home fire in 1962 that

STADIUM

iner*d

WHILE

SKIBBIE

was

urging action on a new city
code.
Ihe
Wood County
Health
Depart m e n t

established regulations for
the county Bowling Green
officially
adopted
the
regulations Aug
7. 1967.
Since that time, the city has
operated under the county
code.
In 1968. Skibbie conducted
a
survey
questioning
residents on
what they
thought
should
be
city
priorities Out of 15 items,
housing was ranked 14th.
He then established a
"Little
Hoover
Commission"
to
study

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE

HOURS:
12-5

CALL

352-7444

NOW
LEASING

ACROSS
l Encircled.

IS
it*
17
I1'
Jil
-'I
22

The Brothers of
Phi Delta Theta Congratulate
their New Neophytes:

2.i
26
2"
10
u
IS
if.
(7
t»

.HI-
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THE STOPY OF THE FOUKE MONSTER

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK
7:30 9:30

rjm

Henry Montgomery

Rick Porter

John Howard

Joe Angelo

Dennis Bemiller

Tom Bamburger

Shawn McFall

Mike Wisniewski

I.-I U- .l.-IM

'■I

ii
12
11

Manian.
DOWN
1 Head- of Males:
Abbr.

2

IM-cei.
Small ibovd.
M 1--1--ippi rhy.
Touch, for one,
l-'rrurh coin,
Karl) Japanese.
Rrnltcd i wuh
"11,."!.
Oregon lamlmark.
Former Met nar,
Wavalde.
Make* a rho.ee
Rained edging.
Soda,
Indian
nursemaid.
Hand. Sp
Mi-r.-llany.
Traveler*! carry*
..II: Var.
Swallow,
hurriedly.
I urnhure
finliher.
» ..nipi-i - hem.
Scowl, old style

-STAMVM-^
AL-LYN APARTMENTS

< ..NIMl.'ll II-.If

3 \l>ri,lge<l ane*.
I Torigue-rlutking
-..1111-1

."» I'oeii,- name for
I M/I.in.I
n i .IIIM- upon.
7 Linen color.

H Peruke,
° (lonfiilent.
in Motorist', choice

11 Chinese society.
12 tt'ur.l "ilh tea or
damask.

13 Copied.
IK Khnne tributary.
22 ' -ulp- down.
2\ IVeienlious;
( ollot).
25 Confuse.
_•: Navigation
device.
.'8 Money drawer.
20 Scissor.
.1)1 Young male.
t| Nonliving birds.
U Silly.
13 Side arm.
34 Ring decision*.
». H.-laiirant lists.
i't KUa, for one.
|H Mountain psss.
'\2 Chinese port.
11
l.ip.in.--.'

11 | . .i-l < .minion

Ciwei*a2

the

portions of a national model
bousing
code
were
incorporated.
The
code
was
then
submitted to the Planning
and Zoning Committee of
council, chaired by Dr.
Thomas Anderson. It held
another public bearing last
fall and then began to
combine the proposed code
with the present county
code. The result was a
similar code
with only
minor changes in language.
The
code
is
waiting
approval by the Wood
County Board of Health and
then city council.

60 I'art of

". Only
' not
many).
'» \tl
_ per
u-pera.
11 Poel'l work.

2 '•

• mui

MEANWHILE,

University was urging the
city
to
investigate
the
adoption of a new bousing
code.
Sheldon
Westman,
assistant
director
of
residence services, termed
off-campus
housing
"inadequate."
Late in 1969. city council
established a 13-member
bousing advisory committee
to investigate bousing.

concrete
recommendation
was for toe city to form a
housing
commission.
Westman, a member of the
committee, said.
Skibbie
named
the
members of the housing
commission Jan. 1, 1971.
Westman
was
selected
chairman.
Council
authorised it to investigate,
discuss, study and review
city
housing
and make
recommendations
to
council.
The commission designed
a code and held a public
hearing in October 1971.
Numerous revisions were

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT AT

Cbc Legend of Boggy Crceh

irregularities that would
disqualify any certification
attempts,
according
to
federal authorities in May.
1970.

1515 E. WOOSTER

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
All OF YOUR B.G THEATRES

problem areas, one of which
was housing In 1969. the
committee
recommended
that Bowling Green have a
housing code with provisions
for
enforcement
and
periodic inspection.
The
county
code
supposedly
handled
the
regulations, but Skibbie said
the city needed its own code.
Because
federal
funding
sometimes depends
on
certification
of housing
regulations, he wanted to
ensure
the
city
would
qualify if need arose, he
said
The county code had 25

i; icadiani in
Louisiana.
.M Swiss
■nyrboloalU
,1 Ski-slopr ihellei
53 Hold forth.
M Future
■enei itions.
Mi Song thrush.
, Besides.
,« Support.
'.» Blueprints

I i
id
IT
IK
l<»
50

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

T R.HPOl.l N E ■* T C h*
SI Old English, for
example.
54 La
Bolivia.
53 w heel speed:
Abbr.

I ..r
i ounly.
Instruct.
Essay: Abbr.
Sea in Asia.
Coffee: Slang.
Pretty: Fr,

801-803 Fifth Street

NOW PLAYING

Leasing to single persons
or married couples

7:15-9:15

BUMPUS-DAHMS APARTMENTS

ton

121-131 State Street
4 students at $65.00/month each
COME AND HUDDLE WITH
THE CHEERLEADERS

9%

CLaSSIFIED ■»•»

• 2 bedroom units-furnished or unfurnished
•
•
•
•

close to campus
24 hour office hours • 7 days a week
9 to 12 month leases available
Reduced summer lease rates

RENTAL OFFICE: FALCON PLAZA MOTEL OFFICE
(across Irom Harshman dorm)

353-9863

352-1973

352-5128

Congratulations Marie and
Dan on your DELT pinning
The Brothers ol Delia Tau
Delta

i AMI'I SCALENDAR
Ihursdav Ma) .11. 1973
I htisti.in Scieacc OriaaaaUoe win hold . testimonial
mcttlni .il t> «' pin in I'roul i hapel All are weleonie to
•tlead
Ihe II.. School ol Sell Defeat* will meet in 212 Women s
Bids .ii h Mpm
MUSI Karate Ulub will meet al 7 9 pm in the Forum ol
StWttnl Sen lies Open to the public

TOP
CASH
FOR
YOUR BOOKS
.....
I

■••■.■.

rpsss*

5....'

■ : . PAI I 3LICKLI R
\

i

NOW PLAYING
OPEN 8 00
SHOW 9 00

FORGOTTEN RY NATURE...
INVADED RY MODERN MAN!

AS YOU FINISH YOUR
EXAMS AS AN

TEST TUBE TERRORS HALF BEAST
All MONSTER
TWIUGHT PEOPLE

Lost l>r
brown billlold
Reward l-h aU4S>TSt*v«

Ride 10 Colorado leaving
Sat June 9 Call 353 4545
Ride available to S K and
L A
area, leaving midJune, call Marianne 3542.104
Ride warned to Runllnglon.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM

W WTED

A USED BOOK COMPANY
WILL BE ON HAND

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

meet at 9 pm in Ihe UCF

tireen
Toledo.
Daylon.
l oluinbus
Car ai phone
necessary Apply or sign up
lor interview Room .160
Student Services Bldg June
Sal 12 2 4
Pan t lull
lime lor
summer
Knickerbocker
Bldg Service 352 5115
Waitresses &
bartenders
wanted lor summer No eipenence necessary Musi be
21 Iron Boar. 970 Patterson
Rd ILiWon Ohio 294-4744

Leave June >

Share expenses Call I'aul 25193

BOOKS NO LONGER IN USE
ATB.G.SU.

COLOR CO-HIT

las.

LOST

1.1 . NY

TO PURCHASE"DROPS"

METROC0LOR PC——"■S* £ 1 < OIMINSION PICIURIS nnui

Penle. uelal Hible

ADDITIONAL SERVICE. A

JUNE 5, 6, and 7

starring JOHN ASHLEY ■ PATRICK WAYNE
llir.M CHRISTIAN and GEORGE NADlRas Nereus

Claire JeanneUe women* advocate irom ihe li of
Michigan Mil sneak on Women s liberation Potential
IOI S.HMI Cluusfc
al: N pm la the Ways* Room ol the
I nion Every*** is invited

HOUSEBOY
WANTED
Alpha Gamma Delia Call
Thursday belore 5 30 pm lor
appointment 372-2567

Will do house painting this
summer Call 3S2-SS06 or
352-6915
lor
estimate
Experienced

MANAGER TRAINEES
45
management
people
needed in 1973 Due lo S4
Lumber Company s rapid
growth, we will promote 45
people Irom our training
program into management
positions this year I'pon
starling
you
will
be
thoroughly trained in all
management
responsibilities Firsl year average
income 68SOO Advancement
possible lo m inager within 3
years-average
income
620.060 Relocation may be
necessary
Foe an application
write
lo Bernie
Smith. 3701 Mexico Avenue.
Westerville. Ohio. 49061

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

Waitress wauled- Pagliai s
Piua Applx in person. 1004
S Main

For emotional and material
pregnancy aid. call 352-6236

Wanted
bicycles,
7744

to buyused
call Charlie 352-

Wanted 12 string Yamaha
guitar Fred 353-9331
SERVICES OFFERED
LYRIC Al'TO has moved lo
the country South on CS 25
lo Kramer Rd Turn lell
Fixing YW L American
cars Same phone 352-7031

ANYONE
INTERESTED
IN BEING A HOt'SEBOYCALL THE KAPPA DELTA
HOl'SE AT 2 2671
Any girl needing a summer
job. 400 W Elm Si North
Baltimore M F M 30 2576575
Earn
11500 43000
this
summer working in Bowling

SIGN
IP
RISH'

FOR

WEEK
END
SALE
Thursday. Kriday Saturday
♦u . OfT on Everyihin*
eicepl
jewelry
SIS
Tonneaul

PAGLIAI S
IS
CLOSED
MONDAY * TUESDAY
REGULAR HOURS REST
OF WEEK
WANTED You at FOTTENBOTTENS
INN
this
summerdowntown
Willoughby east ol Cleveland

For sale IM7 Chevy wajton
eood condition Call 82-S02S
alter 6 pm
Garase sale baby needs plus
much more May 31 June 3
124pm 325 S Summit

Vicky and John- Besl wishes
on your SNDZ pinning The
Shears

S i 40 mobile home on lot
next to campus Reasonable
oiler. 35247*8

llendru. Joplln. Airplane.
The Who and more in
Monterrey
Pop
XXXX
rating En Sal i Sun al 7
and 9 at MSEduc Bldg

10 I 44 mobile home Best
oiler call Sandy 655-3794 or
372-2SS6

Purple Mushroom Special
on assorted rings 79< ea
Back packs in Hock
Earrings sic buy 3 pr gel 1
pr Iree
DZ Seniors Beware' For
years you ve been Iree
without cares, you ve pulled
pranks & gotten into messes
galore but your carelree
days are here no more
Black Sunday' u today
And lot all your past deeds
you musl pay
At 7 00
tonighl your sisters will be
wailing lor you to give vou a
kidding i tribute that > way
past due Booga-Booga"
LAST CHANCE Gl'YS'
Dennv Demse s last night at
the Gig Tonight'
SANDY'
Y'ou were just
great' Please come back
again
soon
Luv.
Don
Webster

String bass 1250 Call Jim
3S2-5704
4-mo stralocasler 1195 Call
.152 5724 in eve
101 SO mobile home 63000 or
besl oiler Musi sell 6553799 alter 6
Want a good used bike'' Buy
my
girl i
3-speed
RALEIGH 372-5296
I'sed couch with 2 matching
chairs Beit oiler 352 5519
For tale by owner Tn-level
home 3-4 bdrms
lr . dr..
kit. lam mi Cen A C. 2
car gar Auto opener, all
extras 352-0617
6i BSA 750 Rocket J Great
shape, classic. SHOO Call
Dennv 372-1SS4
FOR RENT

Cralg. Denny. Dave invite
Iriends lo our place Sat lor
a party BYOB
Humpcoat. Shlves. Bruce.
Lupes Tommy. Don. gel
high lor last Triple Ripple

72 Opel 1S00 suuonwagoo
FM stereo system Best
oiler Ph 3524*54

Available tall It summer
leases Cloee to campus
Phone 352-1973. 353-9163
Wanted Housemateisi now
and or through summer
Nice situation 354-0695
Female roommate needed
neitvear Call 372 4060 alter
6
1
bdrm
turn
married
couple $140 mo Open-ngs
June IS 30 Sept I Ph 352

MM
Nice 2 bdrm mobile home
lor renl starling June IS
Ouiet setting, nicely turn
352-7454 lor into
Rmte needed 1 M share apl
onN Summit SS4-751I 352
SOW 666-3415
M-roommate
needed
lor
summer Own bedroom and
bathroom 160 month Call
' 352-M74 any tune >PhiH
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STL DENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 352-7365

House lor rent for summer
2 blcks Irm emps 352 0567
Ro|

Rmmate needed summer
share apt oven room 6125
lor sum 3524674 ask lor Jay

FOR

NORTHGROVE
APARTMENTS
2 BED FURN
4-.MAN 64S EA
Pels Accepted
Call 353-5191

FOR SALE

70 Triumph
TR6
low
mileage 12000 3S34363

Greenview
Apartments
SUMMER L FALL leases
available 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm
4 efl
available Special
summer rates Call 352-1195
or stop by-

Furn apt air cond 1 block
Irom campus' Sum only
Ph 392-0*61 alter 6

Congrats Woll Hehn and
Tom Notee on your engagement

Intcrspnng
&
boxspnng
mattress |72 x 521- good
cond - NO Call Art. 351-0124
htw 6-7 pm

rental
Special
summer
rates 1 block lo campus
Apply Hamblin Cleaners or
call 353-4673 belore 5 pm or
353-3143 alter 6 pm

1 bdrm iurn apt central
beat I
air
oil-street
parking Pn sun deck To
sublet lor sum qir to 4
mature girl students Available Jun 10-Aug 31 Call 35300551 304 30. Mon-Fn

APARTMENTS

RENT 352-9371

Unvarnished Truth' 16001b.
cap bag lor books, grocers
'II 50 Co-op

FALL

66 Dodge Coronel 440 conv
363 ens Oood cond Musi
sell Make an oiler 353-1166

Apia. It houses lor summer
only 352 1211 belore 4pm

CAMPING'
71 MOTOR HOMES AND
TRAVEL
TRAILERS
TRAVEL TRAILERS MO
PER WEEKEND. Fee
includes full insurance ft
extras
Dannies Leasing
Perrysburg 674-3379
Apis and rooms lor atun ft
(all Near campus Ph. 352

1*61 Ford, good traasportatton 1110 2*446*1

Apia

(or

ft (all

leave msge
Male needs room in house or
apt next year Call 2-3749
2 bdrm apt 1220 mo 354SOB
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-S376

FOR

Needed 1 or 2 M roommates
lor
summer
University
Village 352-0710
THURST1N MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352-5435

WAYNE APARTMENTS
352-5657 352 3595
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From big barn
9
to 'good theater
By ROM rUmr
Ealertalameal Editor

Main
Auditorium

The history of Main Auditorium as it
has existed (or over 30 years is quickly
com inn lo an end
In July (hopefully) a renovation
program will begin to transform the
"big barn' into a "good, medium-sized
theater "
The University architect's office last
week took bids on the renovation
program but has not decided which
contractor will be doing the work
The program includes dropping the
ceiling, replacing the seats and
carpeting and moving the balcony
forward
The floor will be elevated five inches
for every row of seats The back row
then will be as high as the balcony is
now.

Hmwplnli syCssfi
The cavernous ihnin known at Main Auditorium wi take en a new look
through a renovation program lo bogin rhi» summer AH conditioning and now
Mats will provide comfort while lighting and ocouiticol change* will improve
the aesthetic quality of the auditorium.

SEATING CAPACITY will be
reduced from 1.170 to about 700
because of wider seats and aisles
Relocating the balcony will enable
construction of an inner lobbv that will

surround the box office The lobby will
extend to the pillars on the second floor
of University Hall
Sidewalls in the auditorium also will
be reshaped and replastered The red
velvet curtains hanging along the sides
will be eliminated
Renovations also will eliminate the
light lowers now located along the
tides of the auditorium Light coves
will be installed along the sidewalls
The renovation program includes
plans to replace the wooden floor on
ihe main stage and soften the harsh
line between the slage and auditorium
IT ALSO CALLS for improved across
to the light bridges hanging above the
stage Now. light technicians must
erawl on their stomachs to reach the
riggings
A sound lock between the auditorium
ami hall noises also will be installed.
University architect Richard F
Brown said work on the auditorium

should begin in July and be completed
by February. 1974.
He said one of the major concerns in
renovation was "bringing the
auditorium up to present safety
standards "
Dr Harold Obee. chairman of the
theater department, said the
renovations will not only improve the
audience s comfort but will also add lo
the "aesthetic effect" of the
performing arts.
"The auditorium will no longer be an
ugly old barn." he said.
He said actors and singers would no
longer have to fight the acoustics
problem.
Dr. Obee also said the renovations
would permit use of temporary
platforms thrust out into Ihe audience.
THE LAST MAJOR renovation
program in Main Auditorium took
place during 1937-38. Until then, the
auditorium was about three-fourths its
present size

Deep Purple lacks imagination'
Review by
Dave Faedray
It docsn ( seem like such a long time
ago thai I was really afraid Deep
Purple would have to admit defeat and
break up.
After all. they put out three albums
on a label that died two years after
signing the band It didn't like long for
these albums to find their way to the
$1 98 piles
With a new singer, bass player and
record company. I*urple pul out a
record matching them with a
symphony orchestra in an attempt to
mate rock with classical music It was
generally dismissed as an atrocity by
critics and fans alike The sales
reflected it
Purple seemed to apologize by
following with two albums ot solid,
hard-driving rock n roll Those won
them a few more fans, but nol nearly
enough to give them superstar status
BUT THE TIMES certainly have
changed Today. I can hardly go
anywhere without being reminded of
Deep Purple They are on the radio
They are blaring out the open windows
of sorority houses The people 1 work
with are even whistling the riffs to
Purple s songs
The reason (or this rise to popularity
is as amazing as the music of the band
itself
In December 1971. Purple went to
Switzerland to record a live album
The hall where they were to play
burned down, but they went ahead and
made the recording They wrote a song
about making the album and included
it on the album The album. "Machine
Head." became the band's first real
financial success
More importantly, a little over a
year later, in 1973. that song about
recording
"Machine Head
has
become a hit single II is becoming the
Inna-Godda Da-Vida of the 1970s.
YES, WHENEVER heavy muik is
discussed, anyone who is not concerned
about maintaining a reputation as
some sort of elitist will point to
"Smoke on the Water" as the prime
example
While I think "Smoke on the Water
is. as is almost everything Purple has
done, better than most of the rock n
roll around today. I regret that it has
come to represent Purple's music
For it is heavy in its relentless
plodding, much like Inna-Godda Da
Vida " This is not characteristic o(

I

Deep Purple The music that has really
made their albums classics to me is
the bouncing, up-tempo rock that
dominates most of their albums.
The band's latest release. "Made in
Japan." is a perfect representation of
the strengths and weaknesses of Deep
Ihirple
The album opens with Machine
Head's first cut. "Highway Star"
This sung shows Purple at its best It
races at a blistering pace
SINGER Ian Gillan shows that he
can scream as powerfully as any
singer in rock Guitarist Ritchie
Blackmore flashes with the metallic
fireworks that have convinced me he is
as good an electric guitar player as can
be found in rock today Jon Lord.
Roger CIOVW and Ian Pane use organ,
bass and drums to drive a rhythm that
never lets up

The rest of side one. as well as sides
three and four, continue to
demonstrate the positive aspects of the
band
Side two. however, let me down
"Smoke on the Water." although more
exciting here than on "Machine
Head." still leaves me cold It is the
kind of song that sounds as if it must
have taken all of 15 minutes to write
and arrange The chord progression is
dull, and the lyrics lalong with the fact
that there are no new songs on the
albumi point to Purples greatest
weakness. They just don't have much
imagination
1 could not believe that a band would
write a song about making an album if
I hadn't already heard some of the
other banal lyrics Purple has put to
music Usually, however, their music
makes the lyrics unimportant
THEN. THERE is

The Mule " 1

know Ian Paice is a fantastic
drummer I know there must be a rule
somewhere demanding the inclusion of
drum solos on live albums But. 1 still
feel cheated when instruments
intended for rhythmic drive are used
for extended solos -expecially on
recordings, where even the visual
excitement is lost.
F.ven discounting side two. "Made in
Japan" is an album worth buying
Deep Purple is essentially a live show
band, and this album does a
remarkable job of re-creating the
excitement of Purple's live
performances.
Anyone who enjoys this album should
make sure Deep Purple In Hock" is
also in his collection From the initial
drum beat of "Speed King." to the
fading guitar lead of "Hard lxivin'
Man" on side two. Purple maintains a
driving energy on this album thai it yet
has been unable to match

Music goes blip, beep'
By Mike Matre
Dr Burton Beerman ran his fingers
across a keyboard and produced what
sounded like something you might hear
,.t .i coocei i in another world
Dr Beerman. professor of music
composition, is in charge of the
school's electronic music studio on
F.asl Reed Avenue
The sound unit resembles a
telephone switchboard with a series of
wires criss-crossing each other
A set of dials allows the musician
using the unit to adjust the sound levels
produced.
WHEN THE KEYS are depressed, a
series of sharp blips and beeps is given
off These sounds are electronically
tuned to a musical scale and. when
played in a proper sequence, form a
melody
Dr. Beerman said a year-long course
in electronic music is required of all
music composition majors. Ten-week
courses also are offered through an
Experimental Studies program for
non-music majors
He is presently teaching about 15
University students and two faculty
members how to produce music from
the electronic music studio's keyboard
and modular sound unit.
The University bought its electronic

Coming attractions

music equipment and opened the
electronic music studio about two
years ago
"The components for the University
studio were designed by a composerengineer named Terry Kincaid from
the University of Michigan," explained
Dr. Beerman.
HE SAID electronic music
components start at $300
"One set-up comes in a suitcase-type
container and sells (or $1,500." he said
Dr. Beerman said electronic music
equipment sold (or as much as $10,000
when it (irst went on sale about 10
years ago.
One major advantage of producing
music electronically is that speakers
ran be used to send music out in many

different directions. Dr. Beerman said
"You can't do that with ordinary
instruments in a concert situation
because the sound can only come from
one direction The audience can't
become engulfed in sound, 'he said
MANY PEOPLE don't like
electronic music because they don't
understand it. he said.
"The average guy on the street can't
grasp the concept of electronic
music." said Dr. Beerman.
"If s a complicated form of art and
(or a composer it's a matter o( invention and discovery." he said
Dr. Beerman said many prolessional
rock groups are now using electronic
music in their recordings and live
performances.

I

WBGU-TV-Tonight at 7, the effects o( Western ideas on developing
nations will be the topic o( Inquiry A Changing World The discussion
will be broadcast via closed-circuit cable on Channel 7.
On Ohio This Week.'' at 7 30 tonight. "The Occult Explosion" will be
examined "The Andersonville Trial'.' will be aired at 8 p.m.
Sunday at 8 p.m.. American Odyssey." a film series exploring
national music history will premiere At 9 p.m.. the (inal episode of
Vanity Fair" will be shown At 10 p.m.. the renewal of television
broadcast licenses will be discussed on The Advocates."
SCHOOL OF MUSIC-Tomorrow at 8:15 p.m., music (acuity members
and students will present a concert o( multimedia works in the Recital
Hall. School of Music Bldg
POP FESTIVAL-Middle Class Youth is bringing the Monterey Pop
Festival" to campus. The (ilm will be presented tomorrow. Saturday
and Sunday at 7 and 9 p.m. in 115 Education Bldg
OPERA WORKSHOP-Saturday at 3 p.m. and Sunday at 8 p.m., the
University Opera Workshop will present Puccini's "La Boheme" in the
Recital Hall. School of Music Bldg. Directed by Andreas Poulimenos.
instructor of voice and music, the opera consists o( (our acts.
At $ p.m. Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday. Menotti's "Old Maid and the
Thlaf" will be performed. Directed by Barbara Lockard. assistant
trafaeaor of performance studies, the comic opera consists of one act
wMa a cast of five.
lot Btrformances are free and open to everyone.

Be a
clown!

A makeup workshop conducted by David Stiers,
instructor in stage makeup at Julliard School of
Drama, brings out the down in participants. Stiers
views Melissa Shaffer, sophomore (Ed.), al left.

taurie Steele, freshman (Ed.) places the finishing
touches on her clown face, The results seem to
please her.
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Aitociated Preis Wirephoto

Rain wot the nemesis of this year's Indianapolis 500. A poof track and serious

Wetness

accidents also marred the 1973 Indy run. Yesterday, driver Swede Savage's
car disintegrated in the latest crash.

Johncock wins ill-fated Indy
By the Associated I'rrm
INDIANAPOLIS (iordon
Johnrork
won
the
abbreviated.
problem
plagued, death and injury
marred 57th Indianapolis
500-mile auto race Wednesday under a yellow flag.
beating Billy Vukovich by 28
seconds in the rain
Vukovich was followed in
the finishing order by Roger
McC'luskey in third place.
Mel Kenyon in fourth and
Gary Bettenhausen. in fifth
Johncock, who set the unofficial Indianapolis Motor
Speedway one-lap record of
109.4 miles an hour in tire
testing
in March,
was
rushed to victory lane after
Chief
Steward
Harlan

Kengler called it a race
The race was halted in the
134th lap on the 24-mile
oval by a red Nag as the rain
began to pelt down heavily
It had gone (o a yellow flag
six laps earlier.
SWEDE SAVAGE was
critically
injured
in
a
flaming crash in the fourth
turn during the 59th lap and
a crewman died just a little
over an hour later after
being struck in the pits by a
fire truck rushing toward
the accident
Savage,
whose
car
bounced off both the inside
and outside walls in a fiery
burst of action, was flown to
Methodist
Hospital
in
Indianapolis by helicopter
He suffered fractures of

both legs and burns on the
face, arms and his right
hand.
As rescue trucks rushed to
his aid. one of them, going
the wrong way on pit road,
struck a crewman. Armondo
Teran of Culver City. Calif.
Teran died an hour later at
Methodist
Hospital
in
Indianapolis, where Savage
went by helicopter Teran
was first taken to the infield
hospital, then removed to
Methodist hospital
Savage's Kagle slammed
into the inside retaining
wall, bounced across to the
outside wall and exploded
into flames with pieces of
debris flying all over the
track No other cars were
involved in the crash

JOHNCOCK. from nearby
Franklin, Ind.. took the lead
on the 72nd lap when twotime winner Al Unser's
engine went sour and he was
forced to quit the race
The 500 race was originally scheduled for Monday
but was postponed until
Tuesday after it was washed
out by rain shortly after an
aborted start resulting from
a
multiple-car
accident
David Salt" Walther. 25, of
Dayton. Ohio, was seriously
injured and badly burned in
that accident
Tuesday,
the
cars
managed to get in a parade
and pace lap before the rains
came, making this the first
year the Indy race has been
washed out twice

While the value of the dollar is making Wall Street
respond like a roller coaster ride, it is making the world of
professional basketball seem like an oasis of monetary
stability for high round draft picks
The dollar-that piece of paper, green by color with
George Washington's mug on the front and something that
everyone is trying to get-has made overnight millionaires
of three players in the last month

leagues in an effort to stop toe high salaries subsided for the
time being
But along came graduation tune '73 and with it comes a
class of roundballers whose class is compared to the talent
possessed by Carr Wicks, Gilmore and Meminger.
Already Jim Brewer has signed 112 million contract with
the Cleveland Cavaliers, who oulbidded the New York Nets
(or the services of the Minnesota star

OF THE RECENT college draft that was conducted by
both the National Basketball Association I NBA) and the
American Basketball Association (ABA) the bidding war is
showing us lull
This game is not new to many of the people who follow the
game of basketball very closely because a bidding war was
completed two years ago at this very same time.
If you can remember back, the graduating hoopslers that
year-1970-were termed as the "Super Class'' by the scouts
and coaches because it lacked very little and had anything a
coach needed

ILLINOIS STATE'S Doug Collins, who went to the
Philadelphia 76'ers. has signed for a cool million and is now
living toe life of Riley.
Probably two of the more significant signings this year
have been Dwight Lamar of Southwestern Louisana and
Ernie DiGregorio of Providence.
Lamar. a first round pick of the Detroit Pistons turned
down several of the clubs' initial offers and finally signed a
$600,000 pact with fringe benefits with the San Diego club of
the ABA
DiGregorio stifled the Buffalo Braves management last
week by turning down a $15 million pact. He gave the NBA
club some indication that he might be leaning toward
Kentucky ol the ABA He was the Colonels' number one
pick
Matters were resolved evidently as early as this week by
the Buffalo officials who signed their prize catch to a pact in
which terms were not released to the media But all
indications have it that the pact is in access of $1.6 million.
Are college players really worth this much money"1 And
can these clubs continue to outbid each other in acquiring
hoop talent for their programs '
A merger was merely talk two years ago. but with the
trend reverting back to the million dollar player don't be
surprised if the two leagues don't come together soon-real
soon

THE MEMBERS o( that crew were Austin Carr of Notre
Dame. Sidney Wicks of UCLA, Arlis Gilmore. Jacksonville^ Dan Issel. Kentucky Curtis Howe. UCLA: Dean
Meminger. Marquette. and Klmorc Smith oi Kentucky
State College These were just a lew ol the names of talent
abundant class
Of the names mentioned above, all were first round draft
choices of both the NBA and ABA
So what's the big deal about a player being chosen by two
teams of different leagues'1 To say "Let the Bidding Begin''
is very accurate
Let's take Artis Gilmore. for example Gilmore was the
first round draft choice ol the Kentucky Colonels of the
AHA He also was the seventh round pick of the Chicago
Bulls of the NBA
When it came tune to sitting down at the collateral table,
the Hulls offered Gilmore a multi-year contract that
wouldn't leave him eating hamburgers everyday
Instead, the Colonels of the AHA countered the Bulls offer
with a (1 4 million dollar pact making turn a rich man
overnight He was one of the first players other than
Kareem Abdul Jabbar '$2 million with Milwaukee) to ink a
million dollar contract
The high salaries continued when Austin Carr dispelled all
thoughts on which side ol the fence lie would play and siga< d
his John Hancock to a f 1.4 million pact with the Cleveland
Cavaliers ol the NBA
Other million dollar signings th.it year were Sidney Wicks,
(I 5 million with the Portland Trailblazers. Klmorc Smith.
$12 with the Buffalo Braves, and Ken Durrett. $1 4 million
with the now-defunct Cincinnati Hoy a Is
It seemed as though the astronomical salaries hit a lowpoint with last year's graduating class and it seemed as
though the much talked about merger between the two

Sports World
Erale

"Hiregorle.

the Providence College basketball

stai t i.iliy signed with the Buffalo Braves of the National
i i ketball \ssociation(NBA)
The b all American signed a contract that some sources
say is a $1 million pact He was to have signed with the
Braves
*■ ek ago.
New i urk hunks forward Dave DeBusschere is expected
to be named general manager of the New York Nets of the
rival American Basketball Association i ABA), starting with
the 1974-75 season
DeBusschere. who helped the Knicks win the NBA title
this past season, is expected to play one more season with
the Knicks and then retire as a player

Low key' is credo of women's sports
Editor's note: The following
Is the first of a two-part
scries on women's athletics
■I Bowling Green. Part Two
will appear tomorrow.
By Fred R Ortlip
Like other movements ol
liberation,
there
is
a
movement going on these
days in women's athletics
For years, women athletes
have demurely remained in
the giant shadow pi their
male counterparts
Like women who undertake tasks away from home,
women athletes, by a vast
majority, have not been
treated as equals to men
Traditionally, the women
athletes at high schools and
universities have received a
very dispruportional amount
of supporting funds in re
lation to the men And while
there has been an evolution
in closing the gap between
men and women, it is so
slow that at the present
pace, parity would not be
reached until the year 2320
There is at least one
major reason given by most
colleges (or this situation,
which
includes
Bowling
Green
education
comes
first, athletics second That
means colleges don't want
to become involved in recruiting
and
exploiting
women athletes, which they
already do with men
IN OTHER words, one
financial sports juggernaut
per university i namely the
men's
intercollegiate
program) is enough, the
women's
program
will
remain
on
an
"uncorrupted."
low-key
"unbusinesslike'
level,
dedicated to the proposition
of having fun and not leading
a life death struggle to win
But even the low-key program run at Bowling Green
in the past is beginning to
lose some of its ignominy.
This
year
Women's
Activities ran its 12 competitive sports teams and in
tramurals on a meager
$19,300 Next year the program will get almost a
three-fold
increase
of
$41,500
Still, the women's faculty

is striving to keep the program from getting anywhere close to the men's,
which will receive $673,692
next year from the general
tee budget
Our basu philosophy is
to try to hold the reins on
things,
to maintain
the
controls and not gel oul ol
hand, said Sue llager. director ot women s Ultra
murals and coach o( the
basketball team
The best

possible program we can
oiler is
i calm

in the

PRACTICES

academic

FOR

the

women's
competitive
teams,
which
are
not
scheduled
al
the
con
veniencc o( its participants
i meaning the women don't
get class scheduling priority
like tiie meni, have been
held only twice weekly in the
pail Hager said II should
stay that way
"The
priority
is
the
academic
prog ram
i meaning classes that use
the facilities), and alter
thai, practice." she said
We re not pushing to make
our competitive sports live
days
a
week
practice
sessions
"We think oui program
gives us a chance to help a
highly skilled athlete but we
don't intend to go all out
They're here to get an
education first 1 think we
can be among the leaders i in
women s athletics i. but not
with a live days a week
practice schedule
HAGER
SAYS
it s
unique."' but that all the
other
(acuity
members
subscribe
to
the
same
philosophy
Valerie Newell, a member
ol the women's swim team
and leader ol the movement
to give women's athletics a
higher University priority,
does not
"The (acuity doesn't want
to
take
on
the
added
responsibility and I don't
really agree with that," she
said
We're already putting
in so much work I don't see
the logic Saying it's a lowkey program is not true We
work just as hard as the
men. even if it's not as

much itui that's because ol
the nature of the program
It was Newell, a sophomore from Loveland, Ohio.
who examined the financial
differences
this
spring
between
men's
intercollegiate
athletics and
women's
activities
She
lound out thai the men's
budget fell under the general
lee budget and that the
women got their support
from the Physical Kducation
and
Recreation
(PER)
budget
"I WENT TO the budget
council and ask them how
we could get our budget
included in the general
budget," she said "They
said. As long as you give us
a proposal, we will give you
some money ' I (inally got
Dr i Annie) Clement (chairperson ol PERI to say she
would propose a budget She
wanted to wait lor them to
come to her. but 1 told her it
wasn't going to work that
way "
A total of $63,022 was
asked tor originally
Prior to the budget subcouncil hearing in late April.
Newell
talked
to
some
persons in the women's
movement i not connected
with women's sports) and
tried to organize a meeting
that might help facilitate the
acquisition ot more (unds for
the program
She said
only a lew''
women athletes attended
Petitions, which were to be
presented to the budget subcouncil d there was no cooperation, were not needed
FURTHER CHANGE in
women's athletics is noted
by the scholarship rule,
which the Association (or
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AlAW) modified
this spring
The AlAW ruling, which
did not allow athletic grantsin-aid to be given to women
by member schools, was
changed after a lawsuit was
filed
last
February
in
Florida
"We will suffer because of
the scholarship rule.'' said
Hager
'We are in the
process
of
writing
guidelines If we maintain a
statement that we won't
give grants, we are a state-

supported school and so the
school will IK- sued
"We will set up the guide
lines, but they won't be
publicized The one Hung we
don't want In get into is
recruiting It we must give

scholarships,

the

$35,000

tlor the competitive program) won't be enough We
will be forced to ask for
more
"THE THING WE want
most is to give a girl the best
coaching we can give, to
provide her with the safest
transportation possible see
thai she gets adequate food
while on trips and il there is
an overnight involved, to
provide
her
with
comfortable
sleeping
accomodalions whether it's a
dorm or motel, this is really
what we want."
Dick Young, director of
intercollegiate
athletics.

takes a similar view
There's no reason lor
them to gel grants because
they (the women1 won't get
an
HIV to play,' he said
So long as Miami gives no
grants and Toledo gives no
giants and OU gives no
grants, they'll bo able to
continue to compete on an
equal basis
"The only reason we need
grants mi men's athleticsi
is to compete We could get
rid o( all our grants and play
Ambers! and Oberlin. but
we couldn't compete with
the schools in our league
"THAT'S WHAT'S silly.
Young continued
"Somebody in faculty senate sees
that the men have all those
grants and the women don't
have any and that they
should be equal
"The women aren't asking
lor grants If they get any.

KAPPA DOLLS —
Thanks for a FANTASTIC
breakfast by candlelight!
It was early but fun!

they become uncompelitivo
with the school! they play II
they receive giants, there
would be no limit in their
demands .lust because a
program doesn t hive any
grants in aid doesn't mean
It's any less better
Newell, captain of the
Women's swim team that
won
the
Midwestern
Championships the last two
years, disagreed
"1 believe we deserve
scholarships.
she
said
"We work as hard as men
Personally. I'm willing to
take on
the added responsibility of competing
and working harder while

my education is being paid
(or -like the men."
HAGER
SAID
women
athletes at Rolling Green
have not requested athletic
grants in aid
New.
-aid she ;, inks
women should receive a proportional amount ol grants
according to the number ol
athletes.
"(Men's) football basket
ball and hockey should gel a
lot more because they are so
much bigger, but sports like
swimming gymnastics and
tennis-sports
like
thalshould have almost an even
number "

SPRING
CLEARANCE SALE

TOMOHROW Probtems
the Bowling Greea wemea
have overcome and the
successes they've had.

LUTHER APTS.
Special
Summer Rates
1 bdrm. - '250.00
2 bdrm. - '300.00
(2-41 Occupants

Pendleton
Realty
353-3641

May 29lh June 2nd
All MERCHANDISE
COUECTING DUST ON
OURSHEIVES FOR
1 MONTHS OR MORE
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EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID

GO

Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
T-R. 6 pjit-9 p.m.
Fri 3 pjit-6 p.m.

